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1 Introduction

Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) has played an important role in the success of
Internet. The original protocol providing a reliable, connection-oriented service on
top of IP networks dates back to 1981 (RFC 793 [13]). In the mid 1980s, serious
incidents were experienced in the Internet when the network performance fell down
by several orders of magnitudes. This phenomenon, called congestion collapse, raised
the urgent need of some more sophisticated control mechanism in the transport layer.
The original solution for the congestion collapse was provided in [6] by Van Jacobson.
An essential part was added to TCP including the congestion control mechanisms.
The congestion management of TCP is composed of two important algorithms. The
Slow-Start and Congestion Avoidance algorithms allow the protocol to increase the
data sending rate of sources without overwhelming the network and help to avoid
congestion collapse. The protocol updates a variable called congestion window that
directly affects the sending rate by means of limiting the number of unacknowledged
packets in the network based on a sliding window mechanism. This variable is ad-
justed according to various algorithms in different phases of the connection. The
basic mechanism was incrementally developed and tuned introducing new additional
algorithms, e.g., RTO calculation and delayed ACK in 1989 (RFC 1122 [1]), SACK
in 1996 (RFC 2018 [9]) and NewReno in 2004 (RFC 3782 [3]) just to mention a few.

TCP congestion control had managed successfully the stability of the Internet in
the past decades but it has reached its limitations in “challenging” network environ-
ments. The new challenges of next-generation networks (e.g., high speed communica-
tion or the communication over different media) generated an urgent need to further
develop the congestion control of the current Internet. In recent years, several new
proposals and modifications of the standard congestion control mechanism have been
developed by different research groups all over the world. These new mechanisms
and TCP versions address different aspects of future networks and applications and
improve the performance of regular TCP.

For example, standard TCP (Reno version) cannot provide acceptable perfor-
mance in wireless or mobile environments where the propagation delay and the avail-
able bandwidth can suddenly change (e.g., during inter-system handover) which can
result in multiple back-offs or in extreme cases in disconnection. In order to remedy
this problem, new TCP versions have been dedicated to this environment. The draw-
backs of standard TCP Reno can be experienced in high speed wide are networks, as
well. These networks can be characterized by high bandwidth-delay product (BDP)
and TCP cannot efficiently utilize them due to its conservative congestion control
scheme. As a response to this problem, the research community has proposed several
new transport protocols recently referred as high speed TCPs or high speed transport
protocols.
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2 Research Objectives

As a consequence of the existence of various transport protocol proposals, future
networks will carry a mixed traffic generated or controlled by heterogeneous transport
mechanisms, however, little is known about the co-operation of them. In this respect,
the understanding of fairness performance is crucial. My first main research goal is
to provide a deeper insight into the interaction of recent congestion control schemes
and fairness characteristics. The relevance of this research direction is supported by
the fact that high speed TCP proposals are not only theoretical mechanisms but they
have appeared in recent operating systems, as well. For example, from Linux kernel
version 2.6.19, the default TCP protocol is CUBIC [14], while Microsoft Windows
Vista and Server 2008 use Compound TCP [17] as default protocol.

Most of the papers on fairness analysis examine the long-term behavior of the
TCP flows, however, I claim that dynamical aspects should be taken into considera-
tion, as well, due to the characteristics of today’s challenging network environments.
Thus, my next goal is to reveal the analytic properties of the transient and dynamic
behavior of individual flows of different protocols and to define appropriate metrics
in order to characterize them. The investigation of dynamic characteristics of com-
peting flows in a wide range of network scenarios is also addressed by my research.
Revealing the impact of flow starting times on long-term fairness performance is also
included in this research goal. Here, the main focus is on inter-protocol properties
when different TCP versions interact. Another relevant part of my research aims at
providing the explanations of the experienced phenomena based on the novel metrics
and methodology.

TCP is an important element of the congestion control of the Internet, however,
the dynamic behavior of the network is not solely affected by this mechanism but net-
work routers, especially with Active Queue Management (AQM) schemes, also play
important roles. In this respect, Random Early Detection (RED) [4] gateways are the
most remarkable ones as RED is implemented in a wide range of commercial routers.
On the other hand, HighSpeed TCP (HSTCP) [2] is a promising transport protocol
proposal specifically designed for use in networks with high bandwidth-delay product.
In the second part of my research, I focus on the performance of HSTCP/RED net-
works. My goal is to provide a control-theoretic model to estimate the performance of
HSTCP in a very high bandwidth-delay product network environment when the queues
are regulated by RED. The motivation behind my approach is to gain analytical in-
sight into the performance of HSTCP. I also address the stability analysis of such a
network in order to give guidelines for setting RED parameters appropriately yielding
stable network operation.
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3 Methodology

To achieve the above mentioned research goals, several tools are applied from the field
of mathematical modeling and network simulation.

In Thesis 1, the comprehensive fairness analysis of TCPs is carried out based on
packet-level simulations conducted in Ns-2 [12]. My approach includes the analytical
characterization of protocols based on novel metrics, such as saturation time and
identification of main operating frequencies, as well.

The evolution of congestion window controlled by different transport mechanisms
is captured by simple formulae gained from an analytical analysis at the packet-level.
In certain cases, approximations are also applied and the results are validated by
packet-level simulations.

As a novel method in fairness characterization, spectral analysis is applied for
individual flows and competing flows, as well. The main operating frequencies of
protocols are identified based on this approach in order to explain the experienced
phenomena. The dynamics of bandwidth shares, congestion window and queue pro-
cesses obtained from packet-level simulations are extensively analyzed both in the
time- and frequency-domain. The investigated topologies are shown in Figure 1.���� �������� � ���	
� �	

(a) Dumb-bell

��� ���� ������ ������ �� � ������ ��
(b) Simple parking-lot (c) Inhomogeneous parking-lot���� ���� � �� ! "#$%&' (% �) �*�*! "#$%&' (%�� ! "#$%&' (% ! "#$%&' (%� � �) �) �*

(d) Complex parking-lot

Figure 1: Investigated network topologies

In Thesis 2, a control-theoretic approach is applied to get an in-depth analytical
insight into HSTCP/RED networks. I provide flow-level, fluid-flow models regarding
HSTCP and other network elements. This non-linear model consists of coupled dif-
ferential equations with complex dependences and varying time delays, therefore, it
is analytically not tractable. Thus, I apply numerical approximations and describe
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a systematic implementation methodology. A MATLAB/Simulink framework is de-
signed and implemented for analyzing proposed fluid-models. The model is validated
by packet-level simulations using Ns-2.

The stability of the HSTCP/RED network as a feedback system is also investi-
gated. The intractable non-linear model is simplified by the technique of linearization
around an operating point and a local stability condition is derived analytically ap-
plying tools from the field of classical linear feedback control systems, such as Laplace
transform and Nyquist criterion. The stability condition on the linear system is vali-
dated by non-linear flow-level results and packet-level simulations.

4 New Results

4.1 TCP Fairness Analysis

As a response to the limitations and performance problems of traditional TCP conges-
tion control mechanism experienced in present networks, many proposals have been
developed by the research community in several excellent research groups all over the
world. This significant research work, especially in the previous years, resulted in
a huge number of new ideas. These ideas have been developed and implemented in
new TCP version proposals. These proposals can efficiently address different aspects
of the challenging future network environments and applications but it seems that
the process towards finding the transport protocol of the future Internet has been
slowed down. One of the main problems is that – in spite of the fact that many
proposals have been published – finding the best one is difficult since these works are
mostly independent research studies and do not compare their results to each others’.
Or even if they do comparisons, usually there is no common performance evaluation
framework (same set of metrics and topologies, etc.) where a comprehensive perfor-
mance evaluation of the new versions can be made. Such a comprehensive study is
very rear, however, without such studies finding the next step in the jungle of the
proposed TCP versions is impossible. This is the need which motivated my work.

Thesis 1. I have carried out a comprehensive fairness analysis of promising TCP
proposals and congestion control mechanisms designed for high bandwidth-delay prod-
uct networks. I have put emphasis not only on the equilibrium behavior but also on
the transient characteristics with the dynamic behavior to gain an in-depth insight
into the interaction and co-existence of different congestion control schemes. I have
revealed the analytic properties of the transient and dynamic behavior of individual
flows of different TCP protocols and defined novel metrics in order to characterize
them. The dynamic characteristics of competing flows have also been investigated in
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a wide range of network scenarios. I have investigated how the transient state can
influence the long-term fairness performance. As part of this transient analysis, I
have deeply analyzed the impacts of starting time on the performance and fairness.
Here, the main focus has been on inter-protocol properties when different TCP ver-
sions are interacting. The explanations of the experienced phenomena have also been
given based on the novel metrics and methodology.

In order to get general statements, the interoperation of different congestion con-
trol approaches has been investigated instead of carrying out the analysis for each
combination of the protocols. I have defined the following groups of congestion con-
trol principles. The first group contains the loss-based protocols. This group can
be further divided into the group of MIMD (Multiplicative Increase Multiplicative
Decrease) mechanisms and the group of AIMD-like (Additive Increase Multiplicative
Decrease) algorithms [21]. On the one hand, from the MIMD group, Scalable TCP
(STCP) [8] as the most important representative has been analyzed. And on the
other hand, two promising AIMD-like versions have been chosen, namely, HighSpeed
TCP (HSTCP) [2] and BIC TCP [22]. The second group corresponds to the delay-
based protocols, and one of the most remarkable version, FAST TCP [7, 20] has been
evaluated.

4.1.1 Transient and equilibrium analysis of TCP versions

In order to understand the behavior of a large number of TCP flows in realistic
network environments, the first step is the investigation of individual flows controlled
by different congestion control mechanisms. Here, the investigation is carried out
considering the simple dumb-bell topology (see Figure 1a).

The performance of a single flow can be analyzed in two separate operating
regimes. The first phase is a transient phase while the second one corresponds to
an equilibrium behavior. Regarding the two operating regimes, I have introduced
novel metrics capturing short-term and long-term dynamic properties that can play
important roles in the characterization of interacting flows and fairness performance.

Thesis 1.1. [J1, J2, C1, C2] 1 (Section 3.4) 2 I have suggested saturation time
as a novel fairness-related performance metric regarding dynamic aspects of the pro-
tocols that is able to characterize the initial transient behavior of congestion control
mechanisms. Generally, saturation time gives the length of the transient phase. For
a loss-based protocol, I have defined it as the time from start till the first packet drop.
For delay-based protocols, I have defined it as the length of time from start till the

1References for conference papers start with letter “C”, journals with “J”.
2Here, the regarding sections of the Dissertation are referred.
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congestion window has settled down around the equilibrium state or the source has
entered the delay-based operating regime.

I have derived analytical and approximative results for the saturation time of Scal-
able TCP, HSTCP, BIC TCP, and FAST TCP. The approximations have been vali-
dated by packet-level simulations conducted in Ns-2.

Table 1: Approximation of saturation time of different protocols

Scalable TCP: t̂sat = tLSS + R0

lg
R0C

WLSS

lg(1+a) + R̃
lg

R0C+B

R0C

lg(1+a) ≈ 26 sec

HSTCP: t̂sat = tSS + R0
R0C−max_ssthresh

max_ssthresh/2 + R̃
B

max_ssthresh/2 ≈ 42 sec

BIC TCP: t̂sat = R0
lg max_ssthresh

lg 2 + R0
lg

R0C

max_ssthresh

lg(1+a) + R̃
lg

R0C+B

R0C

lg 1+a ≈ 12 sec

FAST TCP: t̂sat = R0
lg R0C

2 + tAIAD ≈ 2 sec
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Figure 2: Transient and equilibrium behavior

In Figure 2a, the saturation time and different phases of an individual Scalable
TCP flow are presented as an illustration. Increasing the congestion window (and
sending rate) of the source, the bottleneck link will be saturated after a while (link
saturation). After this event, the buffer is filled by the new arriving packets. The
time instant when the buffer is full at the first time is the saturation time.
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The length of the time intervals corresponding to different phases of operation can
be analytically derived or approximated. The results for Scalable TCP, HSTCP, BIC
TCP and FAST TCP are summarized in Table 1.

Thesis 1.2. [J1, J2, C1, C2] (Section 3.4) I have introduced the main operating
frequencies gained from the spectral characteristics of the congestion window processes
as a novel metric that can be used to get an enhanced characterization of loss-based
congestion control mechanisms. Main operating frequencies concern the dynamics of
the long-term behavior. Moreover, identification of main operating frequencies plays
an important role in the inter-protocol analysis, as well. In addition, I have derived
these frequencies analytically for individual flows of Scalable TCP, HSTCP, and BIC
TCP protocols.

On the one hand, after the saturation time, an individual flow using a loss-based
protocol shows periodic equilibrium behavior with periodic packet losses. The relevant
parameters characterizing this state can also be derived analytically for the protocols,
respectively. On the other hand, a single delay-based protocol can realize stable
equilibrium state without oscillation or packet drops in the network.

In Figure 2b, the spectrum plots of the congestion window processes of individual
flows are shown as illustrations. The main operating frequency of Scalable TCP can
be seen at ω = 0.34 1/s which is significantly higher than the operating frequencies
of the other loss-based protocols. HSTCP oscillates at a frequency of approximately
ω = 0.065 1/s while the control mechanism of BIC TCP yields two main spikes at
0.04 1/s and 0.06 1/s, respectively.

4.1.2 Fairness characteristics of the MIMD mechanism

Today, it is an important question that the recently proposed transport protocols how
can live beside each other in a shared network environment. The following sections
are devoted to answer this question and investigate the interaction of the most im-
portant congestion control approaches. This comprehensive study is the main part
of my work and contains the most exciting and sometimes surprising observations.
On the one hand, I have analyzed known phenomena but also extended the investi-
gation to a wider range of network environments and situations to get more general
results. Beside this confirmatory type analysis, on the other hand, I have explained
the experienced phenomena, as well.

An essential part of a loss-based high speed transport protocol is the adequate in-
crease mechanism. On the one hand, the multiplicative increase algorithm increases
the congestion window by a constant value for each acknowledgement independently
the current value of the window. On the other hand, adaptive additive increase
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mechanisms can change the increment according to the current value of the conges-
tion window. (The exact parameters and the dynamic nature are different for these
AIMD-like protocols.) It is an important question that how the two types of increase
mechanism can work together. The next thesis gives answers to this question based
on the analysis of a diverse set of scenarios.

Thesis 1.3. [J1, C2] (Section 3.5 and 3.6) My main findings on the fairness charac-
teristics of the MIMD mechanism, and specifically for Scalable TCP, are the following.

• The MIMD mechanism shows unfair behavior beside other loss-based flows in
a wide range of network scenarios, and the AIMD-like flows using adaptive
additive increase algorithms are always starved. Moreover, in certain cases, the
Scalable TCP flow can force other flows to deviate from their normal operation
by falling back to TCP Reno operation mode. In addition, the spectral analysis
has showed that this property is rooted in the MIMD design principle (MI -
Multiplicative Increase - in particular) of Scalable TCP.

• The aggressive nature of the MIMD mechanism is exhibited in the parking-lot
topology and in the competition against traffic aggregates, as well.

• The long-term interaction of MIMD and AIMD-like protocols is not affected by
the starting delay. Starting delay can influence only the transient phase and the
convergence time. On the other hand, the long-term performance of competing
MIMD flows is directly affected by starting times and therefore, intra-protocol
fairness cannot be achieved assuming synchronized losses.

• I have provided the explanations of the experienced phenomena based on the
previously suggested metrics and methodology.

As an illustration, the performance of competing HSTCP and Scalable TCP flows
in the simple dumb-bell topology is presented. The interaction of a HSTCP flow and
a 50 sec later entering Scalable TCP flow is examined. This starting delay is greater
then the saturation time of HSTCP. The simulation results are shown in Figure 3. At
the time of starting Scalable TCP, HSTCP has achieved its equilibrium state with a
time period of thstcp. Scalable TCP starts with Slow-Start/Limited Slow-Start and the
bottleneck queue is fed by the traffic aggregate of the two flows. The extra traffic of
Scalable TCP in the queue results in a decreasing time period, i.e., the synchronized
losses occur more frequently. During shorter time periods, cwnd of HSTCP cannot
achieve the value that was just before the reduction. In contrast with HSTCP, cwnd of
Scalable TCP – adjusted according to the multiplicative increase algorithm – exceeds
the value that has been reached before the reduction at the end of a period. Thus, the
length of a period converges to the time period of Scalable TCP (tscalable) and cwnd
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Figure 3: HSTCP – Scalable TCP, delay: 50s

of HSTCP shows a decreasing trend while cwnd of Scalable TCP is increasing. In
the equilibrium state, cwnd will be smaller than Low_Window parameter of HSTCP
which results in TCP Reno operating mode (a(W ) = 1, b(W ) = 0.5) and poor per-
formance. The same phenomena can also be observed in the frequency-domain. In
Figure 3, the spectrum plots are shown beside the time-domain plots. The diagrams
confirm that the long-term network behavior is mainly determined by the Scalable
TCP flow, since the bottleneck queue shows the same dominant frequency as the
MIMD mechanism.

4.1.3 Fairness characteristics of FAST TCP

FAST TCP is one of the promising delay-based protocols, however, little is known
about its interaction with loss-based TCPs. In the next theses, I summarize my
main findings on the fairness characteristics of FAST TCP regarding several network
scenarios.

Thesis 1.4. [J1, J2, C1] (Section 3.5 and 3.6) My main findings on the fairness per-
formance of the delay-based FAST TCP protocol in networks with a single bottleneck
link are as follows:

• In contrast to loss-based protocols, FAST TCP with appropriate parameters can
always show fair or almost fair behavior beside loss-based protocols (such as
HSTCP, Scalable TCP, and BIC TCP) in simple network environments with a
single congested link.
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• The long term behavior of FAST TCP is similar in different scenarios showing
a fair equilibrium state, however, concerning the dynamics of starting times
this state is achieved by different ways. If the FAST TCP flow starts first
then the equilibrium state can always be directly achieved, whereas, in case of
a later entering FAST TCP flow, the equilibrium state is reached through an
oscillating transient phase with a length depending on the starting time and the
other protocol, as well. The spectral behavior of FAST TCP follows the periodic
operation of the loss-based protocols.

• In addition, this fair behavior of FAST TCP seems to be a robust property of the
protocol and FAST TCP can achieve good utilization against aggregates of loss-
based variants (HSTCP, Scalable TCP, and BIC TCP), and it can also share
the bottleneck bandwidth fairly with single loss-based flows in simple parking-lot
topology (with one congested link).

• With appropriate parameters, FAST TCP shows fair or almost fair intra-protocol
fairness, however, characteristics of the interaction among FAST TCP flows de-
pend on the starting time, the baseRTT estimation and other parameters of the
protocol.

It should be noted that the performance and the fairness properties presented
above are significantly affected by FAST parameters (see Thesis 1.6). This parameter-
sensitive property of the protocol yields the importance of choosing adequate param-
eters. In this work, I always set α parameter to get an operation when the FAST
TCP flow occupies the half of the buffer. With other parameters, FAST TCP can
achieve unfair states or can be starved even in simple scenarios.

As a demonstration, the beneficial fairness properties of FAST TCP are shown in
the simple parking-lot topology where the impact of different round-trip times (RTT)
can be considered.

In the presented scenarios, the FAST TCP flow traverses the shorter path and
the loss-based flow operates on the longer one. The simulation results are shown in
Figure 4 for later entering Scalable TCP and HSTCP flow. Beside the dynamics of
the bottleneck queue and the congestion windows, the figure includes the throughput
diagrams, too. Similarly to the competition in the dumb-bell topology, fair or almost
fair behavior is always exhibited. The FAST TCP flow with shorter RTT does not
starve the loss-based protocols with longer paths. FAST TCP reduces its sending
rate till a fair equilibrium bandwidth share is realized.

In realistic network environments, more than one link can be congested across
the route of a connection. The next thesis summarizes the main results regarding
scenarios containing multiple bottleneck links.
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Figure 4: Simple parking-lot top.: Loss-based protocol with longer RTT – FAST TCP

Thesis 1.5. [J1, J2, C1] (Section 3.5 and 3.6) I have claimed the following state-
ments on FAST TCP fairness properties when there are multiple congested links in
the network:

• The beneficial fairness properties of FAST TCP still holds for certain network
scenarios containing more than one congested links (appropriate parameters can
be chosen), however, in general, the increasing number of bottleneck links results
in performance degradation.

• The interaction is qualitatively different for MIMD and AIMD-like flows. When
competing with AIMD-like flows, then the spectral characteristic of FAST TCP
at the equilibrium state is mainly determined by the AIMD-like flows. On the
other hand, in case of MIMD flows, FAST TCP shows heavy oscillations or
serious performance degradation depending on the network scenario. In general,
I have concluded that the fairness performance of FAST TCP with AIMD-like
flows is always better than with MIMD flows in case of multiple congested links.

• When FAST TCP traverses multiple links it is able to synchronize loss-based
flows on separate links.

As an illustration, the synchronization effect can be well presented in a scenario
when the FAST TCP flow traversing across two congested links competes with a
HSTCP and a Scalable TCP flow in the inhomogeneous parking-lot topology (for the
details of the topology, see Figure 1c). Here, the HSTCP flow operates on the first
link with larger propagation delay, and the STCP flow is used on the other one. In
Figure 5, a typical section of the equilibrium operation is shown in the time-domain
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Figure 5: Inhomogeneous parking-lot topology: FAST TCP – HSTCP, STCP

and the corresponding spectrum plots are also given. HSTCP operating at a lower
frequency modulates the congestion window process of Scalable TCP which exhibits
higher frequency. This phenomenon is similar to the amplitude modulation: the first
flow corresponds to the modulating signal while the second one acts as the carrier. In
this scenario, the periodic behavior of FAST TCP is affected by the loss-based flows
and its own oscillation frequency also appears; while the fair average bandwidth share
is achieved, too.

In case of complex parking-lot topology with four congested links, the performance
degradation of FAST TCP can be experienced. First, the interaction of a single
FAST TCP traversing the backbone (four congested links) and four AIMD-like (here
HSTCP) flows using separate links is shown in Figure 6a. The congestion window of
FAST TCP can settle down around the same equilibrium state where the other flows
operate. Therefore, the bandwidth share of FAST TCP is significantly below the fair
state. The equilibrium behavior slightly depends on the starting time of the flows,
as well. The characteristics of the competition are similar for BIC TCP flows (for
further details, see [15]).

Second, the interaction with MIMD flows is analyzed, and an illustration is given
in Figure 6b. In contrast to AIMD-like flows, Scalable TCP flows always starve the
FAST TCP flow traversing the long path. When the Scalable TCP sources start the
transmission, then the later entering FAST TCP cannot achieve significant through-
put. In the other case – which is shown in the figure –, when the Scalable TCP flows
enter the network, an unfair state is realized during a transient phase (with low band-
width share of FAST TCP) and later at the equilibrium state the starvation of FAST
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Figure 6: Complex parking-lot topology: 5 nodes, FAST TCP – loss-based protocols

TCP can be observed. Obviously, the performance of FAST TCP can be enhanced
increasing the α and β parameters of the protocol in certain cases. However, this can
yield unstable network behavior with degraded link utilization.

The fairness performance of FAST TCP is affected by several parameters that
should be chosen appropriately in order to get the presented beneficial properties.
Thus, to find the adequate parameter settings for a wide range of network conditions
or give an adaptive algorithm to adjust the parameters is crucial. The research on
parameter settings of FAST TCP has been addressed in several papers (see e.g.,
[7, 11, 18]), however, to find an adequate method that can be applied in general still
an open issue. The next thesis summarizes the impacts of some parameters of FAST
TCP on the fairness performance.

Thesis 1.6. [J1] (Section 3.6) I have revealed the following impacts of FAST TCP
parameters on fairness performance:

• On the one hand, in case of co-existence of FAST TCP and AIMD-like flows,
tuning α parameter can control the fairness performance in a wide range of
network scenarios. On the other hand, the incompatibility of FAST TCP and
Scalable TCP cannot always be alleviated by α tuning. Especially in case of
multiple bottlenecks or multiple MIMD flows, the performance degrades due to
the high frequency oscillation of FAST TCP which yields very high loss rate.

• The congestion window update period can also significantly affect the long-term
dynamic characteristics, and in some scenarios, the unstable behavior is rooted
in the inadequate setting of that. Furthermore, the update period can have im-
pacts on the equilibrium bandwidth share, as well. A reasonable choice for the
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update period is below the round-trip time of the FAST TCP flow, while the too
small values result in unnecessary oscillation.
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Figure 7: Impacts of cwnd update period: FAST TCP – STCP

As an example, the impact of congestion window update period is considered.
Here, the results of the STCP – FAST TCP interaction in the inhomogeneous parking-
lot topology are presented belonging to three different congestion window update
periods. Namely, 100ms (above the RTT), 30ms (around the RTT), and 10ms (below
the RTT) time constants are investigated and shown in Figure 7. The default value
in the Ns-2 implementation is 10ms (in [7], 20ms is suggested). The throughput plots
well indicate that the long-term fairness is considerably affected by the update period.
Moreover, the oscillation frequency of FAST TCP increases when this time constant
is reduced.

For the sake of completeness, it has to be mentioned that other parameters, such
as γ, mi_threshold or baseRTT estimation, are also able to affect the fairness per-
formance. More specifically, γ and mi_threshold concerns the responsiveness of the
protocol while the accuracy of the baseRTT estimation affects the equilibrium state.

4.2 Stability analysis of HSTCP/RED networks

HighSpeed TCP (HSTCP) [2] is a promising solution for transport protocol over
very high bandwidth-delay product networks. However, little is known about its
performance as well as its interaction with other elements of the network (such as the
RED queue management [4]), and there exist very few studies on the performance
implication of HighSpeed TCP so far (see e.g., [16, 19]). These issues have motivated
my work.
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Thesis 2. I have carried out a comprehensive control-theoretic analysis of HSTCP
to estimate the performance of the protocol in a very high bandwidth-delay product
network environment where the queues are regulated by the RED active queue man-
agement. The motivation behind my approach has been to gain analytical insight
into the performance of HSTCP. To achieve this goal, firstly, I have established a
fluid-flow model for HSTCP/RED networks. Secondly, I have described a systematic
implementation methodology in detail in order to make the non-linear model tractable.
The results of the model have been validated by packet-level simulations. Thirdly, I
have derived a stability condition for HSTCP/RED networks that can be applied in
RED design and parameter setting.

In this section, the following variables are used:

W
.
= expected TCP window size (packets),

q
.
= expected queue length (packets),

x
.
= expected queue length estimation (packets),

R
.
= round-trip time (RTT) = q

C
+ Tp (secs),

C
.
= link capacity (packets/sec),

Tp
.
= fix round-trip propagation delay (secs),

N
.
= load factor (number of TCP flows),

p
.
= probability of packet mark/drop.

4.2.1 Fluid-flow model of HSTCP/RED networks

First, the non-linear fluid-flow model of a HSTCP/RED network is presented. This
model is a generalization of the model presented in [5, 10] for TCP Reno/RED net-
works.

Thesis 2.1. [J3, C4] (Section 4.2)
I have established a fluid-flow model for HSTCP/RED networks. The model includes
a single bottleneck link fed by identical HSTCP sources. The expected (average) dy-
namics of HSTCP’s congestion window in this network environment can be described
by the following differential equation:

Ẇ (t) =
a(W (t))

R(t)
− b(W (t)) W (t)

W (t − R(t))

R(t − R(t))
p(t − R(t)) (1)

In Equation (1), the first term corresponds to the additive increase part of the
algorithm using the increase parameter a(W (t)). This term expresses that the con-
gestion window is increased by a(W (t)) packets per one round-trip time. The second
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term corresponds to the multiplicative decrease part depending on the decrease pa-
rameter b(W (t)). RED realizes a proportional marking scheme marking packets of
flows according to the flows’ bandwidth share. Thus, the decrease of the conges-
tion window is weighted by the delayed rate W (t−R(t))

R(t−R(t))
and the marking probability

p(t − R(t)). It should be emphasized that this differential equation gives an approx-
imation for the expected dynamics of the congestion window. The main difference
between my HSTCP source model and the published TCP Reno model [10] originates
from the fact that the increase and decrease parameters of the HSTCP protocol de-
pend on the current value of congestion window (W (t)) which yields a significantly
more complicated differential equation than the one for TCP Reno.

For the other parts of the network, I have adopted the models from [10] as it
follows. Considering a network with one single bottleneck link fed by identical TCP
flows, the expected transient behavior of the queue can be captured by the following
differential equation:

q̇(t) = N(t)
W (t)

R(t)
− 1q(t)C (2)

where the first term reflects the increase of the queue length according to the arrival
rate and the second term reflects the decrease part depending on the service rate.
1q(t) = 1 if q(t) > 0, and zero otherwise. The RED [4] active queue management policy
is characterized by a packet discard function p(x) taking the average queue length
estimation x(t) as its argument. This averaging mechanism can be approximated by
the following differential equation (first order low pass filter with a cutoff frequency
of K):

ẋ(t) = −Kx(t) + Kq(t). (3)

where K = −C ln(1 − α) and α is the forgetting factor. The AQM module acting as
a controller (using control-theoretic terms) feeds back the congestion measure (mark-
ing or dropping probability) to the TCP senders according to its parameters. The
TCP sources as parts of the controlled plant adjust their sending rates based on the
experienced marking probability.

4.2.2 Implementation and validation of the model

The equations (1), (2) and (3) describing the HighSpeed TCP sources and the network
dynamics, respectively, form coupled differential equations modeling the HSTCP/RED
network. This system of differential equations due to the complex dependence be-
tween the variables and containing variable delay in some arguments, is analytically
not tractable. Thus, a systematic implementation methodology is provided based on
numerical approximations.
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Thesis 2.2. [J3, C4] (Section 4.3 and 4.4) I have described a comprehensive and
systematic implementation methodology in detail to get the solutions of the system of
non-linear differential equations of Thesis 2.1 with given initial conditions. I have also
designed and implemented a MATLAB/Simulink-based framework for analyzing fluid-
based models applying numerical approximation based differential equation solvers.
The non-linear fluid-flow model has been validated by packet-level simulations using
Ns-2.

The system described by non-linear differential equations has been implemented
in the Simulink environment of MATLAB. It includes blocks describing the behavior
of each part and we get a clear and tractable framework. The basic elements of the
model is presented in Figure 8.

R

p

q
q

To Workspace q

pTo Workspace p

W To Workspace W

RTo Workspace R

qR

Round-Trip Time

R

W

N

q

Queue dynamics

qp

Packet-marking
feedback (AQM)

R

p
W

Cwnd dynamics

1

N_input

W

Figure 8: Basic elements of the model (top-level)

The Simulink model has been validated by several packet-level simulations con-
ducted in Ns-2. As a simple illustration, the results of a single flow scenario are pre-
sented first. The congestion window and the instantaneous queue length of Simulink
flow-level simulation (model) with Ns-2 packet-level simulation are compared in Fig-
ure 9. Since we focus on the Congestion Avoidance phase, only the steady-state results
are shown. (In Ns-2, the Slow Start mechanism is active from the beginning of a con-
nection until a threshold is reached. This behavior is modeled by an initial condition
of the congestion window that is related to that threshold.) It can be observed that
the analytic model is capable of accurately capturing the oscillating dynamics of the
single HSTCP flow and the bottleneck queue. It is worth noting that an individual
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Figure 9: Validation of the model - single HSTCP flow

TCP-like flow shows oscillation not only at the packet-level but at the flow-level, as
well.

4.2.3 Stability analysis

In control-system language, the RED module can be referred as the controller or
compensator and the rest of the system as the plant. The objective of the controller
design is to provide a stable and robust closed-loop system with acceptable tran-
sient response. In order to give a stability condition on HSTCP/RED networks, I
have applied the following methodology. The stability of the system described by the
non-linear fluid-flow model (see Section 4.2.1) is difficult to analyze directly. Thus,
I have linearized the model about an equilibrium point first, and the global asymp-
totic stability of the linear system is analyzed. Then I have given a condition for
RED parameters to stabilize the linear feedback control system for a given range of
parameters. Based on the condition, the local asymptotic stability of the original sys-
tem (and the physical system) with reasonable region of attraction can be inferred.
Finally, the results have been validated and illustrated by packet-level simulations
(corresponding to another non-linear system).

A similar stability analysis is carried out for TCP Reno/RED networks in [5].

Thesis 2.3 (Stability condition). [J3, C4] (Section 4.5) I have given the following
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stability condition on HSTCP/RED networks. If Lhstcp and Khstcp satisfy

Lhstcp b0 (R+C)
3

2a0 (N−)2 ≤

√

ω2
g

K2
hstcp

+ 1 (4)

where

ωg = 0.1 min

{

2a0N
−

(R+)2 C
,

1

R+

}

(5)

then, the linear feedback control system showed in Figure 10 is stable for all N ≥

N− and R0 ≤ R+, where Lhstcp, Khstcp are the parameters of the RED-based control
system, a0, b0 are HSTCP increase/decrease parameters at the operating point, C is
the capacity of the link, N− is the minimum number of flows, and R+ is the maximum
value of the RTT. +,-./01 2/0134 356

P (s) =
b0C2

N
e−sR0

(

s + 2a0N
R2

0
C

)(

s + 1
R0

) ; Cred(s) =
Lhstcp
s

Khstcp
+ 1

Figure 10: Block diagram of the linearized feedback control system

This condition gives a stability region for the HSTCP/RED network. When the
parameters satisfy the criterion, then the non-linear feedback system is locally asymp-
totically stable. As an illustration, three different scenarios with single bottleneck
link are examined and the results of the fluid-flow model and Ns-2 simulations are
compared. Here, the RED parameters are fixed (Khstcp = −C ln(1 − α) = 166.83,
Lhstcp = 2.5 · 10−6), and only the number of flows is varied.

Firstly, a parameter set is chosen that yields an unstable system. The number
of HSTCP flows feeding the same queue belonging to the single bottleneck link is
N = 10. In this case, the stability condition predicts instability. The instantaneous
queue length derived from the model and the simulation are shown in the upper part
of Figure 11. The steady-state characteristics of the queue dynamics and the severe
oscillation are well captured by the model, however, the transient behavior shows
difference due to the Slow Start mechanism that is not considered by our model.
The permanent oscillation exhibited by the non-linear fluid-flow model regards the
expected value of the queue length process. The amplitude of the oscillation does not
degrade in time which shows that the asymptotic stability is not satisfied.
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Figure 11: Queue dynamics from model and simulation: 10 flows (top), 50 flows
(center), and 165 flows (bottom)

Increasing the flow number, the feedback system moves toward the stable opera-
tion. In the second scenario, N = 50 is chosen which results in a moderate oscillation
of queue length as it is shown in the center part of Figure 11. However, the asymptotic
stability is not satisfied by the model and the amplitude of the oscillation remains
approximately constant in time. More exactly, the oscillation can be observed at
a higher frequency and a lower amplitude than previously. We note that the ver-
tical axis of this plot (and the next one) is scaled from 3000 to 5000 in order to
provide a better view on the steady-state behavior. According to the stability condi-
tion, the limit of the stable behavior (with safe margins) can be observed at around
N = 160. The bottom part of the figure, shows the queue behavior from the model
and the simulation when it is fed by 165 HSTCP flows. The asymptotic stability of
the steady-state of the model is well demonstrated by the plot as the amplitude of
the oscillation is decreasing continually in time until it reaches zero. In the equilib-
rium state, the expected queue length settles down at an exact queue length. On the
other hand, the queue process from the packet-level simulation does not settle down
exactly but shows perturbation around the same equilibrium state. The difference in
the transient characteristics can be observed in this case, as well.
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5 Application of the Results

The comprehensive fairness analysis presented in Thesis 1 provides a deeper under-
standing of recently proposed protocols regarding fairness characteristics. As several
proposals have been implemented under various operating systems, the question of
co-existence of these protocols is raised accordingly. The performance of the appli-
cations and user experience are also significantly affected by these mechanisms. In
this work, advantages and drawbacks of recent proposals are revealed in a wide range
of network scenarios. Based on the results and the presented methodology, the new
TCPs can be characterized from different aspects, and eventually, the deployability
of these mechanisms can be evaluated. These results could be applied in future trans-
port protocol design or in methods choosing adequate parameters of certain protocols
(e.g., FAST TCP) for given network environments.

The flow-level model established in Thesis 2 is able to estimate the dynamic per-
formance of the network elements, such as HSTCP senders and RED routers, and to
understand the behavior of the network as a whole. The provided stability condition
could be used in network design and dimensioning. More specifically, based on the cri-
terion, the RED parameters could be configured in order to get stable behavior when
the network carries HSTCP traffic. Furthermore, the presented framework makes
it possible to include other transport protocol models and evaluate the individual
operation and the inter-operability of them at the flow-level.
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